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The Open-Ended Evolution route
to Embodied Intelligence

http://www.scm.keele.ac.uk/staff/a_channon/
https://www.keele.ac.uk/scm/research/computerscienceresearch/evolutionarysystems/


Background: Embodied Evolution
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A. Stanton and A. Channon, Neuroevolution of Feedback Control for Object Manipulation 
by 3D Agents, in Proceedings of the Fifteenth International Conference on the Synthesis 
and Simulation of Living Systems (ALife XV), pp. 144-151, MIT Press, 2016. Full Video
● For a simple task, a simple fitness function (e.g. push the block) is fine.
● But direct presentation of a more challenging task requires more sophistication;

– problems include: loss of gradient, catastrophic forgetting and sparse rewards.

http://www.channon.net/alastair/papers/alife2016a.pdf
http://www.channon.net/alastair/papers/alife2016a.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZaUvXcdMK8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZaUvXcdMK8&t=63s
http://www.channon.net/alastair/papers/ecal2013.pdf
http://www.channon.net/alastair/papers/alife2018.pdf



Background: Incremental Embodied Evolution
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● But this process will not lead to the diversity and complexity that we see in life on Earth.
– Evolution stabilises once the full task has been achieved

● And even in the nearer term, formulating evaluation functions becomes infeasible
as we aim for increasingly complex behaviour.  (Zaera, Cliff and Brunten 1996)

A. Stanton and A. Channon, Incremental Neuroevolution of Reactive and Deliberative 3D 
Agents, in Proceedings of ECAL 2015, pp. 341-348, MIT Press, 2015. Full Video

https://www.hpl.hp.com/techreports/96/HPL-96-04.pdf
http://www.channon.net/alastair/papers/ecal2015a.pdf
http://www.channon.net/alastair/papers/ecal2015a.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqxptdmZD-w
https://youtu.be/dqxptdmZD-w?t=126s



Open-Ended Evolution
● The aim of research into Open-Ended Evolution is, initially at 

least, to develop artificial evolutionary systems in which
– new adaptive traits continue to evolve and
– the maximum complexity of organisms, ecosystems or 

behaviours continues to increase. OEE for EI

● Bedau and Packard's evolutionary activity statistics:
Elegantly simple statistical measures for long-term evolution

● and a test for unbounded evolution.
● can be applied to any evolving system with an available 

record of its components' existence times, such as the 
biosphere's fossil record.

● The motivation behind their statistics is to measure the level at 
which a system generates and then persistently uses 
adaptive innovations.
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http://people.reed.edu/%7Emab/


Component-normalised activity statistics
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“of particular importance to the scheme’s robustness … canceling out the 
potential for spurious results arising from the (random) divergence of the real 
and shadow populations” Stout and Spector Validation of Evolutionary Activity 
Metrics for Long-Term Evolutionary Dynamics, GECCO 2005.



Classification of evolutionary dynamics
After determining long-term trends in the statistics, classify:

Key result from the late 1990s and early 2000s ... and still ~20 years later! :
  Only Earth's biosphere (through fossil-record databases) and one other 
(self contained) system have passed the advanced form of this test for ‑
unbounded evolutionary activity (class 3), although many have been evaluated.

In 2019 found to be in class 3c
● scale both {max # neurons per agent} and {world (and so max pop) size}

A. Channon, Maximum Individual Complexity is Indefinitely Scalable in Geb, 
Artificial Life 25(2): 134-144, 2019. https://doi.org/c6mn 6

http://people.reed.edu/~mab/publications/papers/ecal97.pdf
http://www.channon.net/alastair/geb/alife8/channon_ad_alife8.pdf
http://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/pdf/10.1162/artl_a_00285
https://doi.org/c6mn


Geb: A model that produces open-ended evolution?

A. D. Channon, Unbounded evolutionary dynamics in a system of 
agents that actively process and transform their environment, 
Genetic Programming and Evolvable Machines 7(3): 253–281, 2006.
 

● Based on Harvey's ~1997 SAGA
framework for incremental
artificial evolution

● but with coevolutionary feedback (cf. Sims 1994)
arising, rather than being specified ('get cube'), via

● biotic selection rather than abiotic fitness functions.
  

See the paper above for details.

http://www.channon.net/alastair/papers/channon_ad_gpem.pdf
http://www.channon.net/alastair/papers/channon_ad_gpem.pdf


Classification of evolutionary dynamics

● In Geb, maximum individual complexity scales logarithmically with 
(the lower of ) max. population size and max. # neurons per agent.

● This would be sufficient for evolving more complex artifacts and 
behaviors than seen to date; and to achieve nontrivial long 
(evolutionary) sequences of evolved artifacts/behaviors, not seen yet.

● In terms of these two goals, Geb is lacking in its behavioral 
transparency. Develop future systems such that behaviors will be 
more transparent to human observers. EI for OEE

● The evolution of artifacts and behaviors of much greater complexity, 
within feasible time scales, will require a higher order of complexity 
scaling. How to achieve this is an open question.
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Fourth Workshop on Open-Ended Evolution 
at ALIFE 2021 (during 19-23 July 2021)

http://workshops.alife.org/oee4/
Abstract/paper submission deadline: 30 May 2021

● The goal of the Fourth Workshop on Open-Ended Evolution (OEE4) is 
to build upon the outcomes of the three previous workshops and the 
2019 special issues

– Artificial Life Issue 25(1) Winter 2019
– Artificial Life Issue 25(2) Spring 2019
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http://workshops.alife.org/oee4/
https://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/artl/25/1
https://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/artl/25/2
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